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About This Game

LightFish is a highly addictive arcade game, where the user controls a small fish who lives in the abyssal deeps of the ocean...
surrounded by deadly creatures. His objective is to destroy all the monsters who inhabit those dangerous zones by drawing lines

onto unexplored territory. However, any enemy who manages to touch the Lightfish will kill him instantly!

LightFish is a classic concept evolved into something new and exciting, with unique features and an original soundtrack.
Immerse yourself in a colourful world full of beautiful yet deadly sea creatures and progress through the numerous levels the

game offers!

Key Features:

Classic gameplay evolved and enhanced

2 different game modes

Original soundtrack

Unique graphic style adapted to gameplay

Score challenges that encourage replayability
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10 enemy types and 45 unique levels
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Title: Lightfish
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Eclipse Games
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2011
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QIX with marine life. Never spent much time with QIX back in the day but I liked this. Simple yet vibrant and well animated.
Challenging but not overwhelming.. Qix with fish. Worst \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game I'eve ever played in my life.. If
you enjoyed either of the Fortix titles, or other games in the vein of the classic Qix, Lightfish brings more of this type of
gameplay, and adds a visual style that is reminiscient of games like flOw.

There are some interesting enemy types and obstacles that set this title slightly apart from its brethren.

Fire walls are obstacles that you have to maneuver around. Stray too close and you're crispy-fried.

Ice walls slow your movement, but if you can break your way through them, they fall apart entirely. Watch out for enemies that
aren't slowed by the ice.

Exploding jellyfish try to reach for you if you get too close, and their area of effect explosions can catch you in the blast if you
don't keep your distance.

These are but a few of the innovative mechanics that Lightfish has to help separate itself from the pack and provide a fresh
experience among Qix-inspired titles.. doing this only for the achievement.. Much like the Qix arcade game of the 80's and just
as fun and addictive. Superb little indie game that should'nt be passed up. Great soundtrack too.. In a word, this game is
lacklustre.

Although I can't say it's a terrible game, I certainly can't say that this is a good game either. I felt that it was visually
overstimulating, with too many flashy graphics making it difficult to see everything that's going on. Basically it's full of
substanceless flashy graphics which actually hinder gameplay instead of enhancing it. It's quite a short game and it's by no
means a challenge. The few instructions that exist in the game are poorly written (or translated), which says to me that no one
really cared too much. I found the lava walls a little questionable when the controls aren't precise enough and a safe distance
from them a matter of trial and error every time.

The objective of the game is to capture areas of the game screen. You are safe from most creatures on your baseline (though not
all). You dash out and try not to get hit by enemies, and once you capture 75% of the original area, you win the level.

If you're looking for a game of this sort, then I would strongly recommend you consider Fortix2 instead (which also has a
section that includes the Fortix original levels in the Fortix2 artwork). The Fortix games are more challenging (if you play on
hard), more engaging, have more levels, are better thought out, and last but not least, they're a whole lot more fun than
Lightfish. Also, I think that the Fortix games on an easy difficulty setting are easier than this game because the controls and
game mechanics are better.

I've enjoyed the game for a few hours, but I'm not sure it was worth it. Depends on what $5 is worth to you, how bored you are,
and how much you love this sort of game. It also will not work on my Mac.
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I really liked this game, re-played it from time to time for years. Wanted to show it to a friend recently... discovered it no longer
runs on modern Mac OS.. It's fun, but not great.

6\/10. I nabbed this game while it was on sale because it reminded me of an old flash game I used to play as a kid (I think it was
called Bread Winner? I could be wrong though)
I used to really love playing that flash game, so when I saw lightfish and how similar it looked in gameplay, I figured I'd give it a
try, and I really wasn't disappointed.

Light fish is basically a much more nicely designed\/more aesthetically pleasing than the flash game ever was, but with the same
basic gameplay mechanics (and a few new interesting ones at higher levels)

It's an absolutely gorgeous game, and is excellent for people who sometimes just want to play something a little more casual and
relaxing. The purpose of the game is to section off jellyfish and other similar creatures into small blocks, destroying them and
gaining points. The level ends when all creatures are gotten rid of, and you are scored on your efficiency and speed in finishing
the level.

It's definitely worth grabbing (especially on sale), and is a nice little game to play between less casual games or if you're a bit on
the tired side.
It's also fairly nostalgic for me in a weird kind of way, since it reminds me so much of the game I used to play online as a kid..
its very addicting and tons of fun. It's QIX. If you like Qix, you will like this game.. I thought it was nice to come across this
game, a nice classic style of game. It\u2019s a great little mini game for when you are bored and aren\u2019t looking to get into
any games that big.
The graphics are pretty nice and although it isn\u2019t that long of a game, it\u2019s still a good time waster.. Possibly the best
Qix clone out there. Actually, I'd never heard of any Qix clones, 'til Lightfish, which is kind of surprising when you consider
how long Qix has existed...

Good graphics (if you like jellyfish-like critters, anyways), good music, seems to be mostly fair as far as the bounces go.

If, like me, you're old enough to remember and liked the original back when it was in arcades, this should scratch an itch you
probably didn't realize you had.. So cool, i couldn't stop playing until i beat it!. Lightfish. It's Qix, but dressed up in fancy vector-
looking graphics and set in a computerized looking acquatic environment. As such the game doesn't have the abstract power of
the Qix presentation, but the mechanics are exactly the same and so you'll find the same sense of enjoyment as the venerable old
arcade game. The new updates involve some different types of opponents which exhibit different behaviors (one will explode
near you, another will seek you out when you draw your lines, and another just floats around getting in your way). There's also
different elements that you traverse when drawing out your territory which can slow you down, block you, or kill you if you
touch it which add to the variety of the task.

I like it, but it's a very slight game and not one you're likely to pick up and play a whole lot unless you just happen to be in the
mood for Qix action. I thought the music was okay although it's very much Amiga old school mod music. I tend to like that
sound...
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